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Programming Microsoft  Composite UI Application Block and Smart Client Software Factory (Pro-Best Practices)Microsoft Press, 2007
The first release of the Composite UI Application Block took place in December of 2005, and the first release of the Smart Client Software Factory in July of 2006. This book might therefore seem to be appearing a bit late in the lifecycle of the software, at least compared to others that I've written. However, CAB and SCSF originally represented...
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Instant Node.js StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	Program your scalable network applications and web services with Node.js with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results
	
		Learn how to use module patterns and Node Packet Manager (NPM) in your applications

...
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Neural Network Programming with JavaPackt Publishing, 2016

	Create and unleash the power of neural networks by implementing professional Java code


	About This Book

	
		Learn to build amazing projects using neural networks including forecasting the weather and pattern recognition
	
		Explore the Java multi-platform feature to run your personal neural...
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Programming Microsoft LINQ in Microsoft .NET Framework 4Microsoft Press, 2010

	We saw Language Integrated Query (LINQ) for the first time in September 2005, when the LINQ Project was announced during the Professional Developers Conference (PDC 2005). We immediately realized the importance and the implications of LINQ for the long term. At the same time, we felt it would be a huge error to look to LINQ only for its...
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Scala Design Patterns: Patterns for Practical Reuse and DesignSpringer, 2013

	Scala is a new and exciting programming language that is a hybrid between object oriented languages such as Java and functional languages such as Haskell. As such it has its own programming idioms and development styles.


	Scala Design Patterns looks at how code reuse can be successfully achieved in Scala. A major aspect of...
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Roitt's Essential Immunology, Tenth Edition (Essentials)John Wiley & Sons, 2001

	Roitt's Essential Immunology has established itself as the book of choice for students of immunology worldwide. This excellent textbook is commonly regarded as 'the best of the immunology primers' and the tenth edition remains at the cutting edge of this fascinating area of science.


	The trademark of this book is...
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Software Specification MethodsISTE Publishing Company, 2008
This book is an introduction to a set of software specification methods. Its targeted audience are readers who do not wish to read pages of definitions in order to understand the basics of a method. The same case study is used to introduce each method, following a rigorously uniform presentation format. Special care has been devoted to ensure that...
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ZeroMQ: Messaging for Many ApplicationsO'Reilly, 2013

	Dive into ØMq (aka ZeroMq), the smart socket library that gives you fast, easy, message-based concurrency for your applications. With this quick-paced guide, you’ll learn hands-on how to use this scalable, lightweight, and highly flexible networking tool for exchanging messages among clusters, the cloud, and other multi-system...
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The Four Intelligences of the Business Mind: How to Rewire Your Brain and Your Business for SuccessApress, 2014

	International Bestseller and Amazon #1 Hot New Release - "The Four Intelligences of the Business Mind" offers practical strategies for business transformation, based on research from organizational psychology, neuroscience, business analytics, and multiple intelligences theory.
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Patterns of Enterprise Application ArchitectureAddison Wesley, 2002
The practice of enterprise application development has  benefited from the emergence of many new enabling technologies. Multi-tiered  object-oriented platforms, such as Java and .NET, have become commonplace. These  new tools and technologies are capable of building powerful applications, but  they are not easily implemented....
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A Pattern Approach to Interaction DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Textbook summarizing the state of pattern languages in human-computer interaction (HCI), proposing a new pattern-based framework for interactive systems design, drawn from the authors experience from a number of interactive exhibits and public 'kiosk' systems. DLC: Human-computer interaction.     

   While the subject of design patterns...
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Sams Teach Yourself Visual C# 2010 in 24 Hours: Complete Starter KitSams Publishing, 2010

	Over a decade ago, a small team of designers met in a small conference room on the second floor of Building 41 at Microsoft to create a brand-new language, C#. The guiding principles of the language emphasized simplicity, familiarity, safety, and practicality. Of course, all those principles needed to balance against one another; none are...
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